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WHAT IS  
HEN HOUSE COMICS? 

An introduction

HEN HOUSE COMICS is a new comic book publisher from New York City. Found by Roxanne Farfan and serves as 

a venue where artists and writers can publish their works without giving up the copyrights to their creations, so it 

becomes creator-owned property. What sets us apart from other big name publishers, we are welcoming to new artists 

who are looking for create and tell their own stories with having to use pre-existing properties or stories, thus giving the 

artist creative freedom on what they want to have printed and publishes, ranging from comic book issues to graphic novels. 

Comic books are mainly seen as stories of superheroes, but we are open to all different types of genres and drawing styles.

Before we can become a successful publisher, we must first research what makes a comic book publisher and 
its creators appealing to an audience, asking questions and making assumptions from both the public and 
other creators about what they find in comics that draws their attention. This prosess book will be coving the 
all the steps of how something can go from an idea to a physical produce, including logo design concepts, our 
goals, and where we will stand in the comic book market. What kind of works will this publisher make? what 

kind of audience are we looking for? Why the barnyard themed name? All will be revealed in the pages of this 

book.

RESEARCH PLAN
Where to begin?

The research will be done as followed:
 -visit actual comic book store to see how comics and graphic novels are displayed
 -how the products are priced
 -visit comic book conventions, seeing how publishers are promoting themselves and their works
 -look at websites of several publishers, both from mainstream and independent companies, and  
 see how comic is either made or how work is submitted.

WELCOME
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PURPOSE & GOALS
Our purpose behind this project is to learn, first hand, 

how comic books and graphic novels are produced and 

the goal is to create an actual, physical comic book for 

public viewing. HEN HOUSE COMICS would act as an 

opportunity to show skills in crafting printed work and 

to showcase a different art style. With research and 

resources, this studio could some day develope into an 

offical company.

BENEFITS
The benefits to this creation of a comic book is to 

introduce a new fictional universe to the public, and to 

gain knowledge of how a comic book is created, from 

concept to final product. Readers who are interested in 

new, creative ideas may enjoy the comic, be it the art style 

or the storytelling, and may follow the series to learn more 

about it. If the audience enjoyed the comic, they might 

stay loyal to the studio.

RESEARCH
To go about creating this project, research into how an 

independent publishers function will be useful, or for 

self-publishing creators, how do they go about promoting 

their works, or how they make the art? Also looking into 

how much in costs would it take to make a comic print, 

or is there a benefit for digital comic versus printed ones. 

Interviews could be done to survey what do they enjoy the 

most about comic books, or why they read them?

RESOURCES
After researching into how comic books are made, the 

required resources needed to creating one would be 

the Adobe Creative Cloud, more importantly Adobe 

Photoshop, Illustrator, and InDesign. These programs 

are used for coloring panels, setting type on pages, and 

document setup for printing. For the actual drawing 

process, technical pens, non-photo blue pencils, and 

11x17 vellum bristal paper for the line art.

WHY INDEPENDENT?
Comic books have multipule sub-catagories: Mainstream, 

Independent, Underground (Comix), Webcomics, etc. HEN 

HOUSE COMICS can be described as an independent publisher, 

meaning that the content made by the artists are creator owned. 

In the comic book market, the mainstream comics are what is 

dominating, but there have been a rise in interest in independent 

comics because of sudden changes to the current market, 

therefore in the future, independent comic book publishers will 

rise in popularty as the current mainstream comics are declining in 

readers and new audiences.

RESEARCH PAPER

When many people think about comic books, what are the 

first things that come to mind? Comic books are known 

for their colorful pages and flashy characters, but it is also 

an art form to many of its fans. Originally beginning as 

a simple gag panels for newspapers, comic books have 

grown to become a form of entertainment and inspirations 

for other up-and-coming artists both young and old and 

have become a mainstay in most American households. 

Some of the more mainstream publishers, such as Marvel 

and DC Comics, have even expanded to movies and 

television series, grossing millions of dollars every year. 

However, in recent years, the entertainment industry 

has been steadily shifting, with the current generation 

demanding more diversity both in the studio and in their 

stories. While the mainstream comic book industry is still 

making their profits, the sudden decision to rewrite and 

retcon characters and stories has alienated some older 

fans, making it harder for them to gather a new audience 

as many turn to independent publishers instead because 

it is more open to a wider demographic. As both a fan and 

an amateur artist, independent comics will eventually grow 

in popular as the current mainstream comics. While the 

major publishers still have a strong hold of the comic book 

market, but as the years pass, and new artists are rising, 

these studios will see a fall of fans and readers.

Bigger publishers continue to make a profit from 
their sales of both physical and digital 

prints, and in turn use their earnings for advertising 
and promotions. Their profits may not be a problem 

for these larger companies, but there is a risk that they 
might be losing readers, both old and new, with new 
changes to their beloved series. These publishers have 
started introducing diversity into their comics, which 
was something they were accused of ignoring for years, 
and it is a welcomed change for most; however, instead 
of making original works that are not tied to an already 
existing story, they are changing already established 
characters and stories to appeal to those who wanted 
diversity. Because of these changes, sales for Marvel 
Comic, according to Comichron.com (2015) that tracks 
sales in the comic book industry, have been affected as of 
2015, or so they say. However, though many established 
fans may blame the decline of mainstream comics on 
writers alienating them by making clumsy efforts to be 
more inclusive and diverse, the blame may lie elsewhere. 
According to Asher Elbein (2017), writer for The Atlantic 
website, it is not the fault of diversity in comics, but 
years of old business practices, saying “audiences are 
drifting away, new fans are being ignored… Marvel can’t 
seem to sell comics, diverse or not- and the company is 
to blame”. A notable example is how DC Comic’s main 
demographic of readers are usually between 18-34 years 
of age, according to Heidi Macdonald’s (2012) editorial for 
Comicsbeat.com, but in light of their New 52 series, they 
are mostly aiming for readers of at least in their early 30’s, 
most of those who have followed the DC stories for a long 
time, so in turn are alienating newer people to read their 
comics and only pander to older fans.

Since comics are bought from retail stores and not 
directly from the publishers, the stores need to preorder 
the books a month ahead in advance in large amounts 
and must sell them to avoid overstock and lose profit. 
This is common practice for the larger companies and 
helps with making money, but if fans are drifting away, 
then the retailers would order less books and publishers 
will make less profit. However, independent publishers, 
mainly creator owned or self-publisher, have a slight 
advantage since they don’t need to rely on a middle man 
to handle sales. Self-publishing artists would collaborate 
with print shops to print their books and they could sell 
them through their official websites, or sell them in a digital 
format for computers and tablets.

Even though it would be more economical to sell 
comics in digital format, recent sale figures show that 
printed books are still in demand. According to Tom 
Christopher (2016)’s article for CNBC, it explains that 
interest for printed comics books are rising even if 
digital sales are booming, saying “Digital disruption 
has upended virtually every corner of publishing, but 
in the world of comic books, something curious is 
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happening: Print sales are thriving alongside the rise of 
their digital counterparts… it may have something to do 
with the collectible nature of the medium”. The struggle 
that smaller publishers may face is the collectability of 
mainstream comic, as people collect prints as a hobby of 
one or more series, many may have a reselling value.

 
In recent years, comic book industries have 

become more open to artists, but with the major 
companies having set standards, may push away newer 
artist from joining. With the popularity of certain series, the 
art must be the highest standard and must be a realistic 
drawing style, leaving less room for creative freedom. 
Since most independent publishers are creator owned, 
they can make works in their own style of drawing and 
storytelling, and introduce the public something new to 
enjoy reading. Over the years, all stories and art works 
must have a corporate oversight and set guidelines that 
meet their standards, so regardless what mood or tone it 
is, a superhero comic book is still that, a superhero comic. 
Jeremy Mulloul’s (2015) blog article Why Independent 
Comics will win, he explains how much freedom an Indie 
artist can have without being restricted to formats and 
guidelines set by other people. Mulloul uses Image Comic 
as an example of how an independent publisher can be 
successful when the creators are in complete control 
of their stories and make art with their own standards, 
especially during the late 90’s where there was a flood of 
superhero comics in the market, saying “Their renewed 
efforts have single-handedly served to demonstrate the 
creative potential of comics, and shined a light on a future 
in which comics are defined by more than superheroes.” 
Patrick A. Reed (2016) wrote for Comic Alliance, telling 
how Image comic was formed in 1992, where the founders 
were unhappy with their working conditions over at 
Marvel, examples being not credited for their works or not 
being rewarded properly for their works, so the left to form 
their own company. With a wider range of story diversity in 
the market, most people can find something that appeals 
to their interests, such as drama or horror, and not have it 
be about overpowered superheroes.

On the topic of superheroes, both Marvel and 
DC have a jointed copyright trademark on the word 
“superhero”, further showing that these companies have 
a monopoly on the superhero genre of comics, meaning 
that no other creators can use that term either in the title 
or within the story. Alex Eidmen (2013), writer for The 
Daily News, covered a story about a comic book creator 
named Ray Felix, who published his own comic called A 
world without Superheroes, but was soon contacted by 
both companies and was threaten a law suit against him 

on the grounds of copyright infringement, since they had 
the word trademarked. Felix claimed that these company 
are “holding the term “superhero” hostage”, and “is an 
infringement of the First Amendment”. However, lawyers 
defending the comic companies rebutted, saying if they 
allowed the term to be used publicly, then the word 
becomes generic and would cause financial loses for the 
companies and lose their hold in the comic book market. 
The case was settle with the comic companies winning, 
but the points and actions Felix brought was enough to 
shake the giants. After reviewing this article, it comes 
to no surprise that these corporate giants are willing to 
jump on the smaller creators to keep their tight hold of the 
industry and limiting what kinds of comics they can create. 
However independent publishers give creators more 
freedom on what they can make, although trying to make 
a superhero comic would be a struggle to make because 
of how saturated that genre has become.

Social media had been growing in popularity over 
the years, with websites such as Facebook and Twitter 
for example, with millions of people signing up and 
creating profiles. Not only are young adults joining social 
media, but so are large companies, using it as another 
revenue for advertisement. Many artists are using these 
sites to reach out to the public and show off their art 
works, with followers and fans, or even promote their own 
printed works or when they are going to attend events. 
Mainstream publishers do have a following of fans on 
social media, mainly from already established followers, 
but most independent artists are more approachable 
and interact more with their fans. As mentioned before, 
mainstream comic industries have a strong hold of the 
printed comic market, so for many independent publishers 
and content creators, they would struggle to promote or 
sell their art. Byron Wilkins (2016) wrote for Webcomic 
Alliance, explaining his experience on how social media 
has help him grow a following of readers. Wilkins said that 
when he started posting his web comic on Facebook, 
there was a growing interest for his work and would 
often be shared in other people’s timelines, and then he 
posted on Twitter and the same thing happen, people 
were sharing and leaving comments on his work. The use 
of social media has been a great landing place to break 
out in comics, other then having a personal website, 
where even some artists can be found by popular comic 
industries or other independent publishers to work on 
projects, and if there’s a strong enough following for the 
work, it could be published into a physical produce.

Not all independent artists want to have printed 
works, seeing how printing books may cost too much 

money and would be cheaper to make them digital, but 
may not have the time or talent to create highly detailed 
works that could rival top comic book companies. As 
an alternative, there is a sub-genre of comics known as 
webcomic, ranging from simple 4 paneled joke of the day 
gag comics, to long in-depth stories that posts pages on a 
fixed schedule. Most younger readers, between the ages 
of 15 to 24, would prefer to read webcomic as oppose 
to traditional superhero comics and it is because of the 
internet. As mentioned before, social media has a strong 
user base and more then likely, people would know of 
these webcomics through word of mouth. Webcomics 
are a perfect example of people who are interested in 
stories instead of the art style, seeing how most of them 
are gag comics or short one-shot stories. However there 
do exist webcomics with detailed works, which cannot 
publish a page frequently, but if the readers are supporting 
the creators, they would wait for the pages, knowing that 
the creators are putting care into their pages. Unlike the 
mainstream comics, who have corporate funding and 
investors, most independent comics do see struggles 

in funding their works, to transform it from a hobby to 
an actual career, but with the support from fans, using 
funding sites like Patreon or GoFundMe.com, these 
artists can continue to make more art works and the 
fans can have the feeling that they are also contributing 
to the creation of their favorite works with their support 
and funding. According to Patreon.com (2017) category 
for comics, many of the creators’ gross about $1,500 a 
month, and in return, the supporters, known as patrons, 
are given rewards, such as exclusive art works and sneak 
peeks of upcoming comics.

To conclude, can independent comics grow to be 
popular as their mainstream counterparts? To be broad, 
Marvel and DC Comics have too much of a hold in the 
comic book market, and also well known independent 
publisher, like Image Comics and Valiant Comics, but most 
people are growing tired of the same old superheroes and 
overused plots and reboots, that having new artists and 
lesser known publishers is a welcoming change to the 
comic book culture and its fans.
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QUESTIONS AND 
ASSUMPTIONS 

IS THERE STILL A DEMAND FOR COMIC BOOKS? 
It may not appear that way to the public, but comic books  

are still being made and published, so there is a demand, 

mainly by fans of ongoing series.

DO PEOPLE PREFER DIGITAL OR PRINTED COMICS? 
Depending on the publisher, most people would prefer printed 

comics because of the collectibility of the books, as comic 

collecting is a common hobby for the fans. Digital is a cheaper 

alternative and easier to organize on computers and tablets, 

but most would still prefer printed copies.

HOW WILL NEWCOMERS BE DRAWN TO A NEW SERIES? 
Mostly through social media, content creators would promote 

their works and would develope a fan following, and through 

word of mouth, would spread interest in reading an upcoming 

comic book or graphic novel.

HOW WILL HEN HOUSE COMICS STAND OUT FROM OTHERS? 
Art is still a competetive field to break into, so the best quality 

works are what stands out. Also promotions of the comic at 

conventions, showing off unique art styles.

RESEARCH
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INFORMATION GATHERED

Comic Book stores
As part of the reseach, we visited several comic book 

stores and hobby shops and observed how comics 

and graphic novels were displayed on the shelves. For 

comic books, the newest issues were displayed on the 

shelves with the covers facing the customers, showing 

the different varity of colorful, dynamic covers; either 

organized in alphabetical order or by publishers. The 

display shelf is mostly reserved for comics made by 

popular, mainstream publishers, Marval and DC Comics 

for example, but there are smaller sections in the store 

where comics made by other publishers are stored, but 

they are not displayed the same way as the popular 

comics.

New York Comic Con
These conventions are a great way to promote 

new works and upcoming events, such as movies and 
video games. Recently, for the case with NYCC, these 
conventions are more focused on promoting movies and 
television series than the books themselves, but here are 
artists who show present their works. Newer publishers 
will have a table with their logo displayed either on or 
below their table, or have them as a banner behind them; 
they can customize their displays anyway they want, given 
the guildline set by the convention center owner(s). On the 
table, business cards and, sometimes, flyers are placed 
next to the printed works, some would have either a small 
pile for people to pick up and buy, or would have only one 
book for display only and if the person is interested in buy 
a copy, the creator will give them a clean, new copy to 
take home.

As for the artists themselves, they are able to make 
a profit with only their art in an area called “Artist Alley”, 
where the artists can display their portfolios and sketch 
books for art fans and sell prints of their works or take 
commission, someone who pays the are artist to draw 
them a picture of any character.

Book stores
Although you will not find comic books in book stores, 

such as Barns and Noble, but you will find graphic novels. 
just like with any book, graphic novels are placed in their 
own section, usually near other sections aimed towards 
young adults, like fiction, organized alphabetically. 
Depending on how the store is layed out, graphic novels 
would usually be further back in the store, but like with 
their comic book counterpart, the popular series will have 
their own little display shelf either on the sides of the 
book shelves or have a small table near the graphic novel 
section. As someone who has worked for a book store 
before, graphic novels are treated the same way as normal 
books, but are not a major focus of what they are selling. 
 

Reflection
After reviewing all the information gathered, from how 

comics are sold and the experience the artists go, there is 
so much effort towards promotions, especially with social 
media bringing people together. As for the production of 
the actual comics itself, there are serveral steps a comic 
must go through before it is either printed or hosted 
online. Depending on publisher, there are servel steps that 
needs to be taken: concept, plot, script, edit, pencil, ink, 
color, lettering, formating, and print. usually done with a 
large team or small team, or even going as far as only one 
or two people working all of these steps, but there are 
comics that do not have color or even ink. Overall, there is 
a strong dedication in perfecting a printed or digital work, 
and to stick with a consistant schedule to keep up with the 
demand for more contentVALUES 

Mission Statement
Our mission is to bring entertanment with visual content and interesting story telling 

straight from the creators themselves.

Vision Statment
“Creativity under one roof” is HEN HOUSE COMICS’ motto, reflecting on the fact that this 
comic is produced by one person, acting as writer, artist, and printer. Where most comic 

book studios have set standards for what kind of art they are looking for, we are more 
open to many art styles, including Japanese influenced drawing style, Anime, or even the 

very American comic book art style.
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VIEWS & AUDIENCE
While anyone can read and enjoy our comics, HEN HOUSE COMICS’ main demographic would 

mainly be targeting artists, both professional and amature. As for the age, it would be aiming for 
the young adults, between the ages of 17 to 30. The following are interviews with those who are 
both fans of comics and artists.

Jessica  Roman 
19 
middle class/college student

Growing up, had a strong interest in drawing
cartoons from watching anime andvideo games.
Collected “How to draw anime” books and other
anatomy books. Not having a strong interest in
American comics, but is familiar with Marvel and DC. 

Andres Rios 
21 
lower middle class/retail

Collected comic books from the 90’s and early 
2000, mainly a fan of Superman and other DC 
series. Loves to draw original characters and 
stories, and is a self taught artist, with no formal 
training, getting inspiration from artists like 
George Perez, co-creator of Teen Titans.

Branden Hernadez 
26 
middle class/college student

Attending college for game design and a miner 
in graphic design. Comic books and mangas 
plays a role in his influences for future games 
and designs.

WHO ARE OUR 
VIEWERS?

AUDIENCE
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BRAND POSITIONING
The following are professional publishers that a currently dominating 
the comic book market and where HEN HOUSE COMICS would fall 
in to. Most new publishers would focus on digial prints, so most of  
the data is related to printed reputation.

What is the brand presented? 
The brand is meant to be presented as an approachable, fun studio. The products being 
presented will vary in art style and story, so everytime a new comic book is released, the 
audience would not know what to expects, hence making the experience more exciting.

What does the customer expect of the brand? 
like with most comic book publishers, customers are expecting to find quality art works and eye 
catching covers. Once interest, they would then look through the comic and look over the page 
layouts and color choices, then eventually read the narrative.

What is the outcome of the brand? 
The outcome would be that a customer would be interested in the comic and could continue to 

collect more issues, becoming a fan of the series, perhaps telling friends about the comic. If the 

interest is big enough then more people may gravitate to picking up their own copy of the books.
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Comic books are made to be disgested with either a “story of the day” issues or a 

series of an on-going saga broken up into books published either weekly or monthly. the 

original prints were sold in newspaper stands, so the prints must be made with certain 

dimensions to fit neatly on the racks 

 

 

Materials used for printing were mainly paper that had the same quality as newspapers, 

and were colored with CMYK print screens, which were all done by hand. Today, comic 

books are made digital, with softwares like Adobe Photoshop, Illustrator, and InDesign, 

however there is still traditional methods being implemented before the drawings are even 

scanned into the computer.

The standard artboard is measured at 11x17 on bristol paper, some may be bought with 

nonphoto blue guideline (store bought or custom made) or plain white sheets. drawing 

materials range between inks, pens, pencils, correctional fluid, and brushes. 

 

 

 

For publishers with a large creative team, their budget may vary from $10,000 to $25,000, 

especially if they are commissioning freelance artists, with established prices, to work 

on a number of pages, and if they are printing the books themselves or with another 

company. For digital comics, they may be cheaper if everything is drawn with drawing 

tablets, but they need to pay artist and website mantainence.

11x17BLEED

TRIM

LIVE AREA
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BUDGET 
Since this comic book is drawn, colored, and printed by 1 person, the budget would not 

be as large as current publishers. Taking into account of the suppies need for this project, 

the budget would be estimanted as followed:

THINKING MAP 
Here are the core values of HEN HOUSE COMICS.

PLANNING 
The comic book will have to be ready by MAY 2018, to be presented for the Senior Art 

show at SUNY Cobleskill. During the time between the beginning of the semester, the 

drawings will be made and colored either during or after classes. 

 

During the show, we will be hoping to attract young adults who may be a fan of comics or 

cartoons with a small stack of comics on the table. the Booth will be small, holding both 

the books, a tablet, business cards and stickers.

PAPER (sheets of 24 pages) x2 - $29.98

PENS      - $14.23

PENCILS (Mechanical)   - $12.99

RULER      - $7.59

ADOBE CREATIVE CLOUD     - $20

PRINTS ($0.10 per page) x20  - $2

COPIES OF BOOKS ($2) x10  - $20

      + tax

      $116.25

HEN
HOUSE
COMICS

Approachable

Creative

Acessable

Exciting

Personal

Enjoyable

Restrictive
Humorless

Pandering

BoringPredicable

Corprate
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WHERE DO WE SEE OURSELVES? 
HEN HOUSE COMICS is a small studio, so we are not seen as a well know 

company like Marvel or DC Comics. In terms of art work, we would fall 

under “stylized”, but not too cartoony, but that would depend on the artist. 

MARVEL COMICS 
One of two well known comic book publishers that 

dominates th comic book market. Well known for fast pace 

action and iconic superheroes. Priced bewteen $3 to $4.

DC COMICS 
One of two well known comic book publishers that 

dominates th comic book market. Standing for “Detective 

Comics”, their first known superhero is Batman and 

have comics with dark tones and drama. Priced at 

$5.IMAGE COMICS 
Formed by former Marvel Comics employee, they were 

recognized for their original stories and characters, and 

was the first popularized independent publisher. Priced 

between $2 to $5.

PLACEMENT

VISUAL AUDIT
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THE MEANING BEHIND 
HEN HOUSE COMICS

Logo and design

Why the name HEN HOUSE COMICS? Does this studio draw chickens? What is the 

hidden message? Well, the studio is not about farming chickens, but as a studio is 

founded and operated by one woman, or the “hen”, with “free range” on creativity.

?

?

?
DESIGN
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CONCEPT 
when designing the logo, the idea is suppose to reflect our motto “Creativity under one 

roof”, yet keeping the design simple to invoke curiosity about what goes inside the house.

PROTOTYPE AND FINAL 
The logo was close to being finalized, and the first design was used for about a year 

and a half. The new redesign is less dynamic but the figure within the shape gives the 

logo that urban feel and will function neatly on the top left corner of the comic book.

Here are a couple of rough 

sketches for the logo’s 

hen figure. The ideas were 

either dynamic or still

HEN
HOUSE

COMICS

PROTOTYPE CURRENT
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TYPOGRAPHY 
The typeface choices are san serif, keeping the logo modern and geometric, similar to the 

illustration, such as the frame of the little house

VARIATIONS 
Different versions of the logo.TYPE STUDY

For the design of the logo, here are a couple of typefact 
that could be used for HEN HOUSE COMICS’ design.

HEN HOUSE COMICS  Akzidenz-Grotesk BQ

HEN HOUSE COMICS  Egyptian505 BT 

HEN HOUSE COMICS Americana Std

HEN HOUSE COMICS   ITC Avant Garde Gothic Std

HEN HOUSE COMICS Verdana

HEN HOUSE COMICS Neuzeit S LT Std

HEN HOUSE COMICS   Flyer LT Std

HEN HOUSE COMICS   FrankGoth Cn BT

HEN HOUSE COMICS  Helvetica Neue LT Std

HEN HOUSE COMICS        Doric LT Std

HEN HOUSE COMICS  Penumbra Flare Std

HEN HOUSE COMICS  ScalaSans

HEN HOUSE COMICS  ITC Slimbach Std

HEN
HOUSE

COMICS

HEN
HOUSE
COMICS

HEN
HOUSE
COMICS

HEN
HOUSE
COMICS
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EXTRA

WHAT TO LOOK FORWARD TO 
Here is an example of the art style that’ll be seen in up coming comic books.
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